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Abstract. Many existing overlay networks are not practical on the open
Internet because of the presence of Network Address Translation (NAT)
devices and �rewalls. In this paper, we introduce Usurp, a message rout-
ing infrastructure that enables communication between private nodes
(behind NATs or �rewalls) either by direct connectivity or relaying mes-
sages via public nodes (nodes that support direct connectivity). Usurp
provides fully distributed NAT-type identi�cation and NAT traversal
services using a structured overlay network (SON) built using the public
nodes in the system. Private nodes do not join the SON, instead, each
private node is assigned a key in the SON's address space and the public
node(s) responsible for its key acts as both a rendezvous and relay server
to the private node. Usurp is designed as a middleware that existing
overlay networks can be built over, enabling them to function correctly
in the presence of NATs. We evaluate Usurp using a gossip-based peer
sampling service (PSS). Our results show that the PSS running over
Usurp preserves its randomness properties and remains connected even
in scenarios with high churn rates and where 80% of the nodes are be-
hind NATs. We also show that Usurp only adds a low and manageable
overhead to public nodes.

1 Introduction

Many elegant distributed algorithms for constructing overlay networks are not
practical over the open Internet because of the presence of ugly Network Ad-
dress Translation (NAT) devices and �rewalls. For example, gossiping, a widely
used technique for building overlay networks, assumes that any pair of nodes
can communicate directly with each other, whereas, in reality, private nodes be-
hind NATs do not support direct connectivity with nodes outside their private
network. This results in an uneven participation of nodes in gossiping, where
public nodes (with open IP addresses) have a signi�cantly higher network tra�c
burden [17,18]. Systems studies have shown that in existing peer-to-peer (P2P)
systems only between 20-40% of nodes are public nodes [13,22].

NAT traversal protocols are required to communicate with private nodes,
except in the case where the source node resides behind the same NAT. Cen-
tralized NAT traversal services are commonly used in existing P2P systems [23].
These include STUN (Session Traversal Utilities for NAT) [19,20] that identi�es
a node's NAT type, and relay and rendezvous services that, respectively, forward



packets to the private node and enable direct connectivity to the private node
in a process commonly known as hole punching. Protocols for hole punching do
not work for all combinations of NAT types. Depending on the distribution of
NAT types in the system, hole-punching for UDP works for 80%-95% of NATs
[22,6], and around 52% for TCP [10].

In this paper, we present the �rst fully distributed NAT identi�cation and
traversal protocols. We use these protocols to build Usurp, a NAT-friendly over-
lay network, that enables any two nodes on the open Internet to communicate,
regardless of whether they are public or private. In Usurp, all public nodes join
a structured overlay network (SON). Each private node is assigned a unique ad-
dress in the SON's address space and the public node responsible for that SON
address acts as a relay and rendezvous server for the private node. Relay and
rendezvous services enable indirect and direct connectivity with private nodes,
respectively. All public nodes also provide a NAT-type identi�cation service that
enables newly joined nodes to determine whether they reside behind a NAT or
not, and what the type of that NAT is. To reduce connection latency using the
SON, we introduce a caching mechanism that preserves useful information for
future session establishment and reduces the need for lookups on the SON.

Usurp is implemented as a middleware that can be layered below existing
overlay network protocols. We introduce an address structure for connecting to
both public and private nodes that includes a key in the SON address space,
the node's NAT type, and a set of IP addresses (the node's own IP address
for public nodes and the address of its parent(s) for private nodes). A parent
address is an IP address of a public node on the SON responsible for a private
node. When a node attempts to connect to a private node, it can �rst attempt
to connect via its parents (in parallel), if it fails then it falls back to the SON to
�nd an active parent. This signi�cantly reduces the need to perform lookups on
the SON, and is particularly e�ective where either public nodes are long-lived
or where addresses are quickly expired from the system. Usurp also enables the
construction of NAT-aware applications, enabling nodes to send private nodes
either small messages with lower latency using relaying (e.g., control packets) or
larger messages via a direct connection, but incurring higher latency due to the
overhead of hole punching.

We have validated and evaluated Usurp by constructing a gossip-based peer
sampling service (PSS) on top of Usurp. Our results show that Usurp enables
the PSS to preserve its randomness properties and connectivity even in scenarios
with churn rates of 80% and where up to 80/90% of the nodes are behind NATs.
For the PSS, we show that Usurp adds only a low and manageable overhead to
public nodes.

2 NAT classi�cation and traversal

The type of NAT a private node resides behind is important in determining what
NAT traversal mechanism to use when communicating with that private node.
The original Session Traversal Utilities for NAT (STUN) protocol [20] provides a



limited categorization of NATs into one of four types: full-cone, address-restricted
cone, port-restricted cone, and symmetric. We adopt a richer classi�cation of
NAT types introduced by Roverso in [22], based on the BEHAVE RFC [2] and
[14], that classi�es a NAT by its port mapping, port allocation and port �ltering
policies. The port mapping policy de�nes when a NAT receives an outgoing
packet from a private node whether it allocates a new port or uses an existing
port on its external public interface. The port allocation policy de�nes which port
should be allocated on the NAT for an outgoing packet when a new mapping
is created on the NAT. Finally, the port �ltering policy determines whether the
NAT forwards an incoming packet to a private node or not, depending on the
existing mappings in the NAT and the source IP address and port of the incoming
packet. Classical STUN can only accurately determine the �ltering policy. We
use a modi�ed version of STUN protocol, based on [30] and [22], to determine
all three policies. Another di�erence with STUN is that classical STUN servers
require two di�erent public IP addresses. However, most nodes in P2P systems
do not have two di�erent public IPs. As such, we use pairs of public nodes to
implement a distributed STUN service (DSTUN). Each public node maintains a
list of partner STUN nodes, sampled from the SON and ordered by round-trip
time (RTT), so whenever a DSTUN server has to send a reply from an di�erent
IP address, it simply requests its lowest RTT partner to send the reply. Note
that DSTUN does not consider dynamic and multi-layer NATs, more commonly
found in corporate networks [6]. We do, however, support UPnP port mapping
for NATs [27].

Usurp supports NAT traversal by establishing direct connections using hole-
punching for UDP, and where not possible, relaying messages to private nodes
using public nodes. We do not support hole-punching using TCP [8] due to its
signi�cantly lower success ratio. We support a suite of hole-punching algorithms
and the NAT type of both the source and destination nodes is used to determine
the traversal technique required to establish a connection between two nodes.
When hole-punching is not supported for the combination of the two NAT types
we revert to relaying. The hole-punching techniques we support include simple
hole punching, port prediction using preservation, and port prediction using
contiguity. All of these techniques use a public node acting as a rendezvous
server to coordinate the protocol, and vary in how they generate a NAT mapping
that will allow tra�c to pass through the NAT, and, thus, establish a direct
connection. More details on these algorithms can be found in [22].

3 Usurp SON

On joining Usurp, a node discovers a number of random public nodes using a
bootstrap service. The node then pings these public nodes and runs our NAT-
type identi�cation protocol against the node with the lowest RTT. On discover-
ing its NAT-type, the node will either join a SON if it is public, or put a value
in the SON if it is a private node.
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Fig. 1: Usurp's structured overlay network. Filled circles are public nodes, mem-
bers of the SON. Empty circles are keys representing private nodes. Every private
node keeps a NAT mapping open to the public node responsible for its key, so
that the public node can handle relay and hole-punching requests for the private
node.
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Fig. 2: Usurp node descriptor.

For public nodes in the SON, we generate an initial node-Id by hashing the
node's public IP address, and then we replace the least signi�cant 16 bits of
the node-Ids with the port number. This limits a single public node's ability to
mount a Sybil attack as nodes it produces from behind one IP address will most
likely be contiguous on the overlay. We use iterative routing, as it has a lower hop
count compared to recursive routing, and low latency is crucial for connection
establishment. For private nodes, we generate a key by hashing its NAT's public
IP address, and then we replace the least signi�cant 16 bits with the last 16
bits of the private IP address. The private node then puts the key with its node
descriptor into the SON and then performs k lookups on the SON using the k
replication hash keys. The lookup responses return the k public nodes responsible
for the keys. The node then registers as a child of these parents and keeps the
NAT mappings to the parents alive using heartbeats. When a public node leaves
the SON, its children become children of the new public node responsible for the
key-space. The heartbeat period is determined by the NAT mapping timeout,
as measured by the NAT-type identi�cation service. As it can take minutes to
determine the NAT mapping timeout, the default heartbeat period is initially
set to 30 seconds, the shortest NAT mapping timeout for UDP observed by [12],
and later updated when the NAT mapping timeout is determined.

Our SON is based on Chord and Usurp's architecture is illustrated in �gure
1. Although a lot of extensions have been proposed for Chord, such as biasing
Id assignment to load balance data over nodes [25] and network-awareness to
reduce latencies [31], we consider these issues to be outside the scope of this
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Fig. 3: Usurp middleware and hole-punching using the SON.

paper. However, one extension we provide that is an address caching mechanism
to preserve connection information for future session establishment. Node de-
scriptors for private nodes include references to their parent addresses, see �gure
2. When a node wishes to relay a message or directly connect to a private node,
it sends a message to the parents listed in the node descriptor, with fallback to
the SON to lookup the active parent only when all parents listed in the node
descriptor are not reachable (because the node's parents have changed since the
node descriptor was published).

4 Connection establishment in Usurp

Usurp is implemented as a middleware and appears as a black box to higher-
level overlay network protocols. Usurp takes messages from the upper overlay
network layer, see �gure 3a. Usurp does not require any change to overlay net-
work protocols, apart from using the addressing scheme from �gure 2. The only
case where overlay protocols may have to be modi�ed is if they are sensitive to
connection setup times of up to a few seconds, as hole-punching may take that
long to complete [22]. Figure 3a shows the modular view of our Usurp layer.
It consists of DSTUN, hole-punching, relay and SON modules. Public nodes
provide DSTUN, relay, hole punching and SON services, while both public and
private nodes provide the DSTUN and hole-punching clients of these services.

When a node attempts to connect to a private node, both mechanisms for es-
tablishing a connection, hole-punching and message relaying, require establishing
a connection to one of the private node's responsible public nodes, a rendezvous
server (RVP). The private node must also have a valid NAT mapping for the
same RS. In �gure 3b, we can see how private node A �rst looks up the public
node RSB, responsible for private node B. A sends a connect message to RSB,
and RSB selects the appropriate NAT traversal policy, which is then sent to both
private nodes A and B. If hole-punching is supported, A and B execute the hole
punching algorithm in parallel, sending possibly many packets to ports on Bnat



and Anat, respectively, with the goal of inserting a mapping rule in either Bnat

or Anat that will allow a direct connection to be established between A and B.
The complete Usurp protocol is de�ned in Algorithm 1. The �rst step nodes

take when joining the system is to request a set of random public nodes from
the bootstrap server. The client then pings these public nodes and runs the
DSTUN protocol against the available node with the lowest RTT to identify its
NAT-type, lines 7�14. UPnP enabled nodes can also act as public nodes. Instead
of publishing their private address, they publish a mapped port and the public
address of their NAT. If the node is public or supports UPNP port mapping,
then it also initializes the DSTUN server and hole punching server modules; and
sends a Join request to SON module, lines 16�22. For UPnP nodes, we need to
map ports on the NAT, lines 17�18. Public nodes register with their own hole
punching server module, line 22.

If the client is behind a NAT then it must register with a public node as its
RVP. It performs a lookup for its id on the SON and registers with the public
node returned, lines 24�25. Nodes may join or leave the system, causing the RVP
responsible for a private node-id to change. Private nodes start a periodic timer
to continuously look for any change in their RVP, line 26. If the periodic timer
detects any change in a child's RVP node, the client unregisters with the old
RVP and registers with the new RVP, lines 28�34.

The event handler from line 35 is triggered every time the upper overlay
network layer sends a message over the network. Here, dst is the descriptor
of the destination node. When the Usurp layer receives a message from the
upper layer, it checks the NAT type of the destination node. If the destination
node is a public node then the message is send directly to it, line 36�37. Hole
punching is tried if the destination node is a private node. In order to start hole
punching, �rst, we need to �nd out a RVP with whom the destination node is
registered. Each destination node descriptor also contains a list of parent nodes
responsible for the private node. A RVP selected from the list of the parents
in the node descriptor, if all parents addresses are invalid then a lookup is sent
to the SON for the destination node's id (key). The SON returns the RVP
responsible for the destination node and hole punching is tried using this RVP.
If hole punching succeeds then the message is sent to the port de�ned in the
newly created mapping on the destination's NAT. Both nodes participating in
the hole punching process know about the newly created mappings in the NATs
if the hole punching process succeeds. The message is relayed, using the RVP
node, if hole punching between the two nodes is not possible or hole punching
fails, line 48-49. When Usurp layer receives a message from the lower network
layer it simply delivers it to the upper overlay network layer, line 51�53. We also
use a cache that contains open holes, line 39.

5 Experimental Evaluation

Our validation of Usurp involved layering a well-known overlay network, Cyclon
[28], on top of Usurp and evaluating the performance of Cyclon/Usurp in the



Algorithm 1 Usurp protocol.
1: internal data

2: id← nd . node's unique identi�er
3: nat_type← nd . NAT policies
4: rs← nd . hole punching server a.k.a rendezvous server
5: end

6: upon event 〈init | node_id〉 do
7: stun_client.init()
8: hp_client.init()
9: SON.init()
10:
11: id← node_id
12: sServers← bootstrap.getRandomPublicNodes()
13: sServer ← lowest_rtt(sServers)
14: nat_type← run NAT-type Identi�cation with sServer
15:
16: if nat_type = PUBLIC or nat_type = UPNP_ENABLED_NAT then

17: if nat_type = UPNP_ENABLED_NAT then

18: map_UPnP_ports()

19: stun_server.init()
20: hp_server.init()
21: SON.join(id)
22: hp_server.register(id, nat_type) . RVP for the public node is the node itself
23: else

24: rs← SON.lookup(id)
25: rs.register(id, nat_type) . establish out-of-band connection
26: run RVP periodic check timer

27: end event

28: every 4T do . private nodes check for RVP change
29: rs′ ← SON.lookup(id)
30: if rs' != rs then

31: rs.unregister()
32: rs← rs'
33: rs.register(id, nat_type)

34: end

35: upon event 〈Message | dst〉 do . message from the upper overlay layer
36: if dst.nat_type = PUBLIC or dst.nat_type = UPNP_ENABLED_NAT then

37: send 〈Message 〉 to dst.address . direct communication
38: else . destination is a private node
39: if hp_client.holeExists(id, dst.id) then . pre-existing hole
40: dstHole← hp_client.getDestinationHole(dst.id)
41: send 〈Message 〉 to dstHole
42: else . do hole punching
43: rs′ ← valid parent from destination node descriptor dst OR SON.lookup(dst.id)
44: hp_resp← hp_client.doHolePunching(dst.id, rs')
45: if hp_resp = SUCCESS then

46: dstHole← hp_client.getDestinationHole(dst.id)
47: send 〈Message 〉 to dstHole
48: else if hp_resp = HP_NOT_POSSIBLE || hp_resp = HP_FAILED then

49: rs'.relay(Message, dst.id)

50: end event

51: upon Receive 〈Message〉 do . received from the lower network layer
52: trigger 〈Deliver | Message〉
53: end



presence of NATs compared to classical Cyclon in a NAT-free network. Cyclon
is gossip-based peer sampling protocol that is widely used to build and maintain
more complex overlay networks. Cyclon creates a random graph overlay network
that has small diameter, low clustering coe�cient and is highly resilient to churn.
Each Cyclon node maintains a view that contains a bounded number of addresses
of other nodes in the system. After a number of gossiping rounds, the view
converges to a random subset of nodes in the system. Cyclon, and gossiping in
general, assumes that any node can directly communicate with any other node
in the system. In summary, our results show that (i) Cyclon/Usurp preserves
the randomness properties of Cyclon, i.e., low clustering coe�cient, short paths
between nodes, small diameter, uniform random sampling and high resilience
to churn and; (ii) public nodes incur an acceptable level of overhead and nodes
participate evenly in gossiping, a node's amount of gossiping is not a�ected by
the presence of NATs.

5.1 Experimental Setup

We implemented USurp as a message-level simulator using the Kompics platform
[1]. Kompics provides a framework for building P2P protocols, and simulation
support using a discrete event simulator. We developed a NAT emulator that
emulates all the mapping, port allocation and �ltering policies. All the messages
sent by network layer pass through NAT emulator. In all experiments rule bind-
ing expiration time for every NAT was randomly chosen from the set {30, 60,
90, 120, 150, 180 sec}. When any message leaves or enters the NAT, it updates
the corresponding rule expiration timestamp.

In our experiments, there is only one node behind each NAT, but in real
life there may be multiple nodes behind a single NAT. Multiple nodes a�ect the
success ratio for hole punching protocols by continuously allocating ports on the
NAT that would be used by port prediction algorithms that are part of NAT
Traversal protocols. We emulate the behaviour of multiple nodes behind each
NAT, by attaching a component to the NAT emulator. Every second, it opens
a new port on the NAT emulator. This is done by sending a dummy message
outside the network. Destination IP and port information in the dummy message
is set in such a way that the message always opens a new port on the NAT and
never reuses an existing mapping.

The network size is set to 1024 and the latencies between pairs of nodes is
modeled using the King data set [11]. Each experiment was run 30 times using
di�erent seeds and the results reported here are the averages of results obtained.
Instead of initializing all nodes at once, we consider a growing network scenario
where nodes gradually join the overlay. The arrival rate between two joins is set
to a constant 500ms. We use centralized bootstrap sever that returns 20 random
public nodes in the system. We are using Chord SON and in all experiments
the successor stabilization timeout for Chord is set to 2 seconds and the �nger
stabilization timeout is set to 3 seconds. Due to space limitations, no replication
is used in our experiments; every private node has only one RVP associated with



it. The main parameters to set for Cyclon are the cycle period, which we set to
10 sec, the view size, set to 15, and the shu�e length, set to 5.

5.2 Correctness of the overlay network layer

To check the correctness of the overlay network layer we have tried to make the
scenarios as realistic as possible. The ratio of open to private nodes is set to 1:4,
similar to [7], and percentages of di�erent types of NAT are taken from [22]. The
statistics in [22] correspond to data collected by Peerialism, Sweden for a video
streaming application. We set 5% of the NATs to support port-mapping using
the UPnP Internet Gateway Device protocol.

In all the graphs vertical lines represents the end of the growth of the overlay.
The join process for all nodes completes around the 70th cycle. As can be seen
in �gures 4a, 4b and 4c, Usurp produces results that are very close to classical
Cyclon run using only public nodes - the clustering coe�cient, average path
length and average in-degree matrices converge very rapidly after all nodes have
joined the overlay.

We can also see that if no NAT Traversal strategies are used, Cyclon performs
badly in the presence of private nodes. There are few available links between
the nodes, i.e., only the links among public nodes and the links from private
to public nodes. This results in very low average in-degree and high clustering
coe�cient. The average path length is smaller because the presence of the NATs
caused nodes to fail to join the overlay network. On average, only 75% nodes
successfully joined the overlay.

5.3 Usurp overhead

We have used the same experiment setup for calculating bandwidth consumption
of Usurp as a function of time. On average, the public nodes use �ve times more
bandwidth than the private nodes. This is because the public nodes have dual
responsibilities, i.e., they provide SON and RVP services to the remaining 80% of
the nodes in the system. Bandwidth consumed by private nodes remains steady
at 0.52 KB/s; and for a network of �xed size the bandwidth consumption for
public nodes does not grow over time, as can be seen in �gure 5a.

For calculating bandwidth consumption as a function of the percentage of
private nodes, we use only one type of NAT. The NATs' mapping policy is set to
Endpoint Independent, �ltering policy is set to Endpoint Independent and port
allocation policy is set to Port Preservation. Bandwidth consumed by public
nodes grows as the percentage of private nodes in the system increases. Up to
80% of private nodes, for every 10% increase in the number of private nodes,
there is on average a 7.72% increase in the bandwidth used by public nodes.
However, this linear increase breaks down above 80% private nodes, and we
observe a 30% increase in bandwidth consumption for public nodes from 80% to
90% private nodes.
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Fig. 4: Randomness properties of the Cyclon/Usurp overlay network.

5.4 Churn Resilience

We have tested our solution under high churn and failure rates. We de�ne churn
as certain fraction of the nodes joining and leaving the overlay in one gossip
cycle; and failure is de�ned as the fraction of the nodes leaving the overlay in
one gossip cycle.

For massive failure analysis, we again use only one type of the NAT as de-
scribed above. We remove a fraction of nodes after every node has completed
at-least 50 cycles. Public and private nodes are randomly removed from the sys-
tem. Figure 6a, shows the size of the biggest cluster 50 cycles after the failure
process has completed. We observe that our solution is highly resilient to massive
failures and it can easily tolerate failure of 80% of the nodes. The overlay only
starts to partition when the failure rate reaches 90%.

For churn analysis, we use the same scenario described in the �rst experiment.
A fraction of nodes join and leave the system after every node in the system has
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Fig. 6: Behaviour of Usurp/Cyclon under churn and massive failures.

completed 50 cycles; and data is collected 50 cycles after the churn process
has completed. For churn analysis, it is crucial to observe the e�ect of di�erent
�nger and successor stabilization rates. In this experiment, �nger and successor
stabilization rates are set to same values. We observe that under high churn many
nodes fail to join the overlay; this is because during the initialization process the
bootstrap server returns dead public nodes or the SON ring has not stabilized.
The bootstrap server evicts a public node if it does not receive a ping from the
node. In all our experiments, the node eviction period was set to 20 seconds.
We observe few join failures and high clustering with short �nger and successor
stabilization rates. Increasing the �nger and successor stabilization rates directly
e�ects the performance of the system, as can be seen in �gure 6b.



6 Related Work

There are proprietary systems, such as Skype [9] and Hamachi, that support dis-
tributed NAT connectivity using public nodes, although details on their architec-
ture are not public knowledge. Most existing P2P systems either use centralized
servers to provide NAT connectivity [23] or do not support NAT connectivity
at all [18]. The idea of connecting public nodes using a SON and having pri-
vate nodes as clients originated with the Internet Indirection Infrastructure [26],
although it did not address NAT traversal. The most similar system to Usurp
is Maidsafe SON, a commercial implementation of Kademlia [15], where public
nodes act as rendezvous servers. However, private nodes pick a rendezvous parent
using bootstrap nodes from their own routing table dump on start-up, so there
are no guarantees on whether a node can discover the rendezvous server respon-
sible for a private node - false negatives are possible. Also, they do not separate
NAT type identi�cation from NAT traversal, so, similar to Interactive Connec-
tivity Establishment (ICE) [21], as nodes do not know each others NAT type, a
connection request results in a node trying to connect using several mechanisms
in parallel: direct connection, connection reversal, and hole-punching.

Usurp's node descriptor is similar to that used in Teredo [27], where an ad-
dress contains the private address and a public address (although, for Teredo the
public address is an address on the NAT). Usurp's architecture has similarities
to P2PSIP, whose goal is to implement SIP using Chord [4], although Usurp
provides a more general connectivity layer. In [29], Wolinsky et al. showed how
to bootstrap a P2P system using BruNet [3] and XMPP [24]. Similar to Usurp,
they used a SON to implement relaying from public nodes in a SON to private
nodes connected to public nodes in the SON.

There has also been work on peer sampling protocols that work in the pres-
ence of NATs, similar to Cyclon/Usurp from our evaluation[17,5,16]. Leitão et al.
address the problem of balancing load among public and private nodes [17], while
Actualized Robust Random Gossiping (ARRG) [5] uses a Fallback Cache con-
taining public nodes to handle partitioning problems. Nylon is a peer sampling
protocol that allows any node, whether open or natted, to act as a rendezvous
server. However, they only consider the four classical types of NATs and do not
take into account success rates of di�erent hole punching protocols for di�erent
NAT combinations.

7 Conclusions

We have presented Usurp, a distributed NAT Traversal solution that supports
node connectivity for overlay network protocols. The layered architecture of our
solution allows the reuse of the Usurp layer with other protocols. We demon-
strated that our solution does not require any changes to an existing overlay
network protocol, Cyclon, and produces results comparable with Cyclon run in
a network with only public nodes. We showed that Cyclon/Usurp is resilient
to high failure and churn rates with up to 80% of nodes behind NATs, and it



has reasonable overhead while preserving the randomness properties of the peer
sampling service.
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